INTERVIEW ROOM SYSTEM
1080p HD VIDEO RECORDING

RELIABLE
SIMPLE
AFFORDABLE™

PRICED OVER 50% LESS THAN OTHER BRANDS

5-YEAR System Warranty
No other company in the industry provides a more inclusive, longer-lasting warranty. Our 5-YEAR System Warranty and LIFETIME Cable and SDXC Card Warranty cover you, no matter where you bought your system or who installed it.

Motion Detection Recording
The PRO-VISION® HD Interview Room System can detect when a person enters the room, automatically categorizing the activity as Event Video to simplify the file management process and allow you to quickly find your important video files.

24/7 Recording Option
Forgotten interviews or missed video can be recovered, while manually initiated recordings are easily found and transferred to evidence management software.

Evidence Management Software
The PRO-VISION® HD Interview Room System is designed for integration with SecuraMax™, the secure, automated, turn-key evidence management solution designed to help you upload, manage, protect and share evidence files.

Remote Live Video Viewing
Remote Live Video Viewing allows you to watch, in real time, the view that is being recorded by the PRO-VISION® Solid-State HD Interview Room System through a Wi-Fi, 3G or 4G connection.

Unbeatable Value
Priced over 50% less than other brands, you will stretch your precious budget dollars and equip more interview rooms with the PRO-VISION® HD Interview Room System.
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